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Abstract: A country’s scientific technology policy rarely reflects public opinion. In this study,
we created a hierarchical model of societal well-being, comprising five value components for both
individual and infrastructure well-being, to analyze the balance among these values. We conducted a
survey in two stages; first, both individual and infrastructure well-being were investigated, and then
the weights between pairs of value categories composing individual and infrastructure well-being
were scored to assess which categories were most important. The analysis of the first stage used the
score magnitudes, while that of the second stage used the analytic hierarchy process. The results
showed that people value individual well-being more than infrastructure well-being. For both types
of well-being, values related to the economy and safety were ranked as more important than the
other values, but the weights were distributed over all value components. For individual well-being,
the most important value category was the one related to safety, while for infrastructure well-being,
it was economy. Therefore, people prioritize different values for themselves and for society as a whole.
This suggests that when making decisions regarding technology, it is necessary to understand its
effects on all fields and consider the balance between the value categories of well-being.
Keywords: individual well-being; infrastructure well-being; technology assessment; comprehensive
risk assessment; decision-making; analytic hierarchy process

1. Introduction
Advanced science and technology, such as hydrogen-energy technology and autonomous driving
systems, are usually introduced to make individuals and societies happier. However, as these
technologies can produce both negative and positive effects, the balance between them must be
considered. Furthermore, today’s society links different entities in complex and organic ways, and the
solution to a problem or an optimization in one sector does not necessarily lead to optimization in all
sectors. For example, if new regulations and laws were established to ensure the safety of a hydrogen
refilling station, their influence would not be limited to the hydrogen-energy system but would
also affect the safety, economy, and environment of other energy systems. Therefore, while making
policies or decisions related to innovative research, the effects on all sectors should be considered and
studied systematically.
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Several attempts have been made to measure sustainability and well-being by considering both the
individual and infrastructure from multiple viewpoints. Beginning with the triple bottom line [1], which
considers the three aspects of environment, society, and economy, Stiglitz [2] proposed 12 components
required for the future. More recently, the United Nations [3] established 17 sustainable development
goals (SDGs). These include new areas, such as climate change and economic inequality, innovation,
sustainable consumption, peace, and justice, as priority issues. To achieve one goal, it is necessary to
tackle problems related to other goals, and it is assumed that all goals are interconnected. Moreover,
although multifaceted analyses and evaluations are required for policy and scientific technology, it is
unclear how individuals weigh the importance of each of the component values. This is because, at
the initial stages of a science and technology policy, ordinary people do not have enough knowledge
or information about the technology under consideration. Furthermore, large-scale surveys should
contain appropriate information about the technology being considered to allow participants to learn
about it. This necessarily incurs a large cost in terms of time and money, and thus is not realistic to
perform a survey for every scientific technology. Also, at this stage, the final decision-maker must use
subjective information while paying close attention to objective information based on numerical and
scientific data [4].
Under such preconditions, hierarchy is involved in the method of organizing subjective and
qualitative information [5,6]. The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is a method of evaluating scientific
technology by considering multiple indicators. It is used in many decision-making situations, especially
in the environment, energy, and construction fields [7,8]. The AHP was first proposed by Saaty [9], and it
can quantitatively explain people’s subjective views and simultaneously consider many evaluation
categories and criteria. In addition, the AHP contributed risk assessment, and therefore, can be used to
resolve problems with project management [10–12] and supply chains [13,14]. Many of the studies
on AHP provide information that contributes to useful decision-making during the planning and
implementation stages of technology adoption.
Several weight analyses of values targeting environment/energy technology have been conducted
in various countries [8–14]. However, these studies are focused on specific fields of science and
technology, and there are few analyses on the values of individuals and infrastructure in daily life.
As such, the purpose of this research is to analyze the relative weights of values for the components
of individual and infrastructure well-being to ensure a balanced formulation and decision-making in
scientific technology policy. Specifically, we will provide a definition of total well-being, improve the
value hierarchies used by Kinehara et al. [15] and Noguchi [16], and clarify the weights of individual
and infrastructure values that applied to the majority of people who participated in our survey in 2015.
Furthermore, by analyzing the weights of individual and infrastructure values, we will elucidate the
difference in values prioritized by individuals when they make decisions from the perspectives of
either their personal lives (microscopic) or infrastructure (macroscopic).
2. Literature Review
2.1. Well-Being Index and Related Research
A famous usage of well-being was the definition of health as recognized by the World Health
Organization [17]. In recent years, this concept of well-being has been introduced into comprehensive
indicators beyond economic indicators such as GDP for a sustainable society [3,18,19]. For example,
one of the representative indicators is the Better Life Index created by the Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development [20]. This index consisted of 11 indicators: housing, income, jobs,
community, education environment, civic engagement, health, life satisfaction, safety, and work-life
balance [21]. In addition, Legatum Institute [22] was configured using the nine indices: economic
quality, business environment, governance, education, health, safety and security, personal freedom,
social capital, and natural environment. Both surveys and analyses are systems in which users move
their rankings by weighting, and it is left to individual value judgments as to which index is important.
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In addition, several analyses on ranking using a mathematical programming model that dealt with
these multiple indicators were addressed [23–25].
Well-being is addressed not only in the above-mentioned society-wide perspective but also in
individual perspectives in several fields. For example, in the health and medical fields, studies on
well-being have been conducted for a relatively long time [26–29]. The concept is also employed in
work and education environments at the levels of individuals and small-scale organizations [30,31].
Furthermore, many studies have shed light on aspects of college life for students including their
health, learning, and so on [32–34], and research and analysis has been conducted [35,36]. On the other
hand, it has also been shown that such well-being values differ greatly depending on country, region,
culture, etc. [37,38].
In the Japanese context, Shibuya et al. [39] suggested the limitations of quantitative indicators,
including gross domestic product (GDP), through changes in the socio-economic environment,
and discussed the concept of happiness as conceptualized by individuals, the government,
and corporations. Further, through large-scale surveys, Tsutsui et al. [40] elucidated which criteria
determine happiness (values). With such research on happiness, well-being, and the values of ordinary
people as a background, Kinehara et al. [15] and Noguchi [16] suggested that even if individual and
infrastructure well-being is measured by combining objective indicators, the measure does not concur
with people’s feelings. For example, GDP, CO2 emissions, the unemployment rate, and so on, are
often used as objective indicators. However, if we measure individual and infrastructure well-being
by combining the statistical data on these indicators, values such as the uncertainty of individuals’
well-being cannot be measured. In addition, optimal individual life models using specific indicators,
such as the economy or safety, could possibly cause people to report their values in a more limited,
and therefore, inaccurate way. Against this background, they constructed a hierarchical infrastructure
model composed of 10 components that measured the uncertainties associated with individuals and
analyzed relative values held by individuals using the AHP.
Based on the reviews above, judgment of the important indicator differs depending on the
individual and position, and it is important for decision-makers or stakeholders to consider the
individual (subjective) value to discuss social priorities.
2.2. Technology Assessment Using the Analytic Hierarchy Process
The AHP was commonly used for decision-making and risk assessment between technology and
society. In this section, we conducted a literature review that dealt with the relationship between new
technology and society. For example, Scannapieco [41] combined environmental burden information
from the life cycle assessment (LCA) with the AHP to evaluate seven power-generation technologies
using multiple indicators of environmental effects. As an example of analysis using indicators from
different fields, Kablan [42], taking Jordan as a case study, used indicators, such as satisfying basic energy
demand, economic growth, clean environment, and greater utilization of renewable energy, to analyze
energy demand, showing the effectiveness of the AHP for policy decision-making. In a study on Turkey’s
regional energy project, Erol and Kılkış [43] determined the priorities among economy, technology,
the public, and the environment from five perspectives: industry, public authorities, local residents,
academics, and environmentalists. In their study on Italy’s hydropower plant project, Rosso et al. [44]
incorporated evaluations from 42 stakeholders with respect to environmental, economic, technical,
and sociopolitical indicators. Stein [7] compared nine main power-generation technologies, including
five types of renewable energy, using financial, technical, environmental, and socio-economic-political
indicators and future scenarios. Ahmad and Tahar [45] evaluated Malaysia’s four renewable energy
production technologies in terms of their technical, economic, social, and environmental aspects.
Väisänen et al. [46] performed a weighting of the values placed on technological, economic, social,
environmental, and institutional fields for distributed power in Finland. Thus, researchers have used
the AHP to perform comprehensive evaluations incorporating the viewpoints of multiple fields and
stakeholders, and the effectiveness of the AHP has been demonstrated. However, many of these
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Table 2. Aspects of infrastructure well-being [15,16].
Value

Definition

Elements
•

Safety and security
(Infrastructure safety)

Societal organization that allows
people to live peacefully without
threats to life and property

•
•
•

Economic foundation
(Infrastructure economy)

Economic foundation that allows
national administration and civic
life to proceed in a stable way

•
•

Societal system

Reliable societal system in which
people’s political participation is
guaranteed, a society with order is
formed, and people can receive a
high level of education

•
•
•

•
Sustainability

Society that can be sustained in the
future, considering global issues

•
•

•
International relationship
(Infrastructure relationship)

Maintaining good relations with
other countries and being held in
high regard

•
•

Ensuring safety from disasters such as
earthquakes, wind, rain, fire
Ensuring the safety of transportation and
various facilities, food, and household items
Good public order with few crimes
Maintaining and developing industries that
form the economic foundation of the country
Ensuring employment and realizing suitable
employment–labor relationships
Providing the daily necessities cheaply
and stably
Reflecting individuals’ voices in politics
and policies
Constructing and administering an orderly
societal system that is fair and just for all
Allowing diversity in opinion and action and
guaranteeing freedom
Recycling society that can coexist with
the environment
Securing and using resources and
energy sustainably
Securing and providing food and water
necessary for individuals’ lives
The country is not involved in war and is
politically peaceful
Contributing to solving international problems
and to world development
Japanese culture and characteristics and actions
of Japanese people are highly regarded by
other countries

These authors constructed a hierarchy of values so that scientific technology policy would be
discussed in light of the well-being of infrastructure rather than from the perspective of technological
innovation or economic development. The difference between individual and infrastructure well-being
is that the former includes individuals’ decision-making power, while the latter includes societal
(group) decision-making power. In other words, individual well-being is affected by decisions made
by the individual and includes personal-level values, whereas infrastructure well-being is affected
by decisions made collectively and includes societal-level values. Additionally, the following points
should be kept in mind.
•
•

•
•

Based on the risk categories discussed at the World Economic Forum [47], five components each
were defined for individual well-being and infrastructure well-being.
For people to be happy, a certain level of societal infrastructure is necessary to ensure the safety,
stability, efficiency, and sustainability of their lives and economic activities; additionally, there are
factors of well-being derived from people’s economic activities that directly affect other factors
relating to individual values.
The separation between “infrastructure well-being” and “individual well-being” is based on
whether individuals can participate in decision-making (when government involvement is strong).
Individual well-being is constructed on the well-being of a happy society as described above, as
well as the basic elements that constitute the feeling of well-being for individuals. Specifically,
individual well-being is formed by connections to one’s family members, acquaintances, friends,
neighborhoods, and the organizations to which one belongs, as well as to society in general.
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Infrastructure well-being is a basic framework of a country that supports people’s lives and is
built mainly on the administration of the country and local governments.

Tables 1 and 2 illustrate the value categories that compose individual and infrastructure well-being
and the elements of those categories.
3.2. Survey
In this research, a two-step online survey with 3000 people was conducted using Market Intelligence
& Forecast [48]. The first step evaluated the participants’ current levels of well-being in terms of
“individual well-being” and “infrastructure well-being,” grading each on a 10-point scale ranging from
1 (not well) to 10 (well). The second step separated both individual well-being and infrastructure
well-being into five component value categories and investigated which categories are considered more
important. This survey was conducted from December 2015 to January 2016. Appendix A contains an
extract of the questionnaire.
As shown in Table 3, to choose the target population, we followed the “Questionnaire on
Well-Being” conducted by Kinehara et al. [15] and Noguchi [16] and added the following conditions.
The questionnaire targets and survey subjects were set according to the population composition ratio
of each area. However, the questionnaire did not consider occupation, income, or family composition.
As this research aims to contribute to science and technology-centered policy, it targeted voters who
have a certain knowledge of individual- and infrastructure-related concepts. In the implementation of
the questionnaire, the following three points were used as preconditions to avoid bias in the distribution
of the respondents:
•
•
•

An equal number of male and female respondents;
People in their 20s, 30s, 40s, and 50s each constitute a quarter of the sample, and 20% of the people
in their 20s are students;
Residents of the capital region (Tokyo, Kanagawa, Chiba, and Saitama) and the Chubu-Kinki
region (Aichi, Gifu, Mie, Osaka, Kyoto, Hyogo, and Nara) each constitute a quarter of the sample,
and residents of other regions make up the other half.
Table 3. Target population of the questionnaire.
Male

Female

Tokyo
Area

Nagoya and
Osaka Area

OTHER
AREAS

Tokyo
Area

Nagoya and
Osaka Area

Other
Areas

Total

University
student

19

19

37

19

19

37

150

University
graduate

75

75

150

75

75

150

600

30–39 years old

94

94

187

94

94

187

750

40–49 years old

94

94

187

94

94

187

750

50+ years old

94

94

187

94

94

187

750

Total

376

376

748

376

376

748

3000

20–29
years old

3.3. Estimated Relative Weight
The weights between individual and infrastructure well-being and between the component values
of wellness, obtained in the second step of the questionnaire, were analyzed using the AHP. The relative
weights between the value categories were calculated by taking the average of all respondents.
Specifically, the estimation was performed using Equations (1)–(4). Matrix A, composed of n
different elements, can be expressed as in Equation (1). Here, wn is the weight with respect to the

The weights between individual and infrastructure well-being and between the component
values of wellness, obtained in the second step of the questionnaire, were analyzed using the AHP.
The relative weights between the value categories were calculated by taking the average of all
respondents.
Specifically, the estimation was performed using Equations (1)–(4). Matrix A, composed of n
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different elements, can be expressed as in Equation (1). Here, 𝑤 is the weight with respect to the
element that is one level higher in the hierarchy, while 𝑎 , is the importance. From the construction
of each hierarchy,
Equation
be ahierarchy,
precondition.
theimportance.
maximum eigenvalue
of matrix A
element
that is onelet
level
higher (2)
in the
whileLetting
ai, j is the
From the construction
beeach
𝜆 hierarchy,
, and the associated
eigenvector
W, EquationLetting
(3) is obtained.
Finally,eigenvalue
consistency
of
let Equation
(2) be a precondition.
the maximum
ofindex
matrixC.AI
is
determined
from
Equation
(4).
be λmax , and the associated eigenvector W, Equation (3) is obtained. Finally, consistency index C.I is
𝑤
determined from Equation (4).𝑤
𝑎
⋯ 𝑎
𝑤 ⋯
𝑤
⋱
⋮ 
A=
⋮  w1 ⋱
⋮w1  =  ⋮
(1)
· wn   𝑎a11 ⋯
𝑤  w1 · ·𝑤
·
·
·
a
𝑎
1n 

⋯

 
𝑤
𝑤
 .
..   ..
.. 
..
..
A =  ..
(1)
.
.
.  =  .1
. 


a wn≠ 0, a =
a =
wn 1,
· · · , wn
an1 · · · ann
,w
,
(2)
1
a,
1
ai, j , 0, ai, i = 1, a j, i =
a, 𝑤 =𝜆
𝑤 (𝑤 ≠ 0) ai, j

(2)
(3)

ai, j wi = λmax wi (w , 0)
(3)
𝜆
−𝑛
C. I =
(4)
λmax − n
(4)
C.I =𝑛 − 1
n−1
The standard scoring in the AHP is called the Saaty scale and corresponds to 9-7-5-3-1-1/3-1/5The standard scoring in the AHP is called the Saaty scale and corresponds to 9-7-5-3-1-1/3-1/5-1/7 [9].
1/7 [9]. In this research, however, we converted the survey results of pair comparisons in a five-step
In this research, however, we converted the survey results of pair comparisons in a five-step scale
scale into scores as 9-3-1-1/3-1/9. The reasons were, first, to express the difference in people’s feelings
into scores as 9-3-1-1/3-1/9. The reasons were, first, to express the difference in people’s feelings more
more strongly, and second, to perform the estimations with the same conditions as the previous
strongly, and second, to perform the estimations with the same conditions as the previous studies
studies conducted in 2005 and 2010 [15,16].
conducted in 2005 and 2010 [15,16].

4. Results
Results and
and Discussion
Discussion
4.
4.1. Magnitudes
Magnitudes of
of Well-Being
Well-Being
4.1.
Figure 22 shows
thethe
magnitudes
of individual
well-being
and infrastructure
wellFigure
showsthe
theresults
resultsforfor
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of individual
well-being
and infrastructure
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well-being.
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9

Infrastracture well-being

10
[Score]

Figure 2. Magnitudes of individual and infrastructure well-being.
Figure 2. Magnitudes of individual and infrastructure well-being.

The average values of individual and infrastructure well-being were 5.3 and 5.2, respectively, but
The average
values were
of individual
infrastructure
were 5.3 and
5.2, respectively,
the dispersion
tendencies
different.and
Responses
of 3 to 8well-being
regarding individual
well-being
exceeded
but
the
dispersion
tendencies
were
different.
Responses
of
3
to
8
regarding
individual
well-being
10%. By contrast, responses about infrastructure well-being from 4 to 7 exceeded 10%. The former and
exceeded
10%. By contrast,
infrastructure
well-being
from 4 toindividual
7 exceeded
10%. The
the
latter accounted
for 85% responses
and 74% ofabout
the total
score, respectively.
Therefore,
well-being
former
and
the
latter
accounted
for
85%
and
74%
of
the
total
score,
respectively.
Therefore,
individual
is more dispersed than infrastructure well-being, whereas infrastructure well-being is more polarized.
4.2. The Relationship between Individual and Infrastructure Well-Being
Table 4 presents the cross-tabulation of the results for individual and infrastructure well-being.
The relationship between the responses for individual and infrastructure well-being can be summarized
as follows: the null hypothesis was rejected at less than 1%, so there is a relationship between the two.
In other words, respondents who feel generally positive regarding their individual well-being tend
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Similarly, the results of the cross-tabulation of economy and relationships and relationships and

4.3. Relative Weights between Values Composing Well-Being
safety are shown in Appendix Table A2 and Table A3, respectively. In both cases, the null hypothesis
was 3rejected
less
than 1%,
it was
shown
that there is awell-being.
relationshipThe
between
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two“economic
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Figure
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infrastructure
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unlike
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results,
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economy and safety are somewhat large, there are no weights that are as large as the largest values for
individual
Thisfor
shows
balancePolicy
between values is more important in considering
4.5. well-being.
Recommendations
Sciencethat
andthe
Technology
infrastructure values than in considering individual values, because there is no large disparity among
determine
theREVIEW
effectiveness of this study, we compared it with past studies. Previous works 9 of 15
Sustainability
2019, To
11,values
x FOR as
PEER
infrastructure
there
is among individual values.
[7,15–17,19,20] had three main similarities in how they modeled the individual and infrastructure
well-being.
First, they applied preexisting quantitative
using each
Physical andindicators,
mental health
19% to represent the affected area.
For example, CO2 emissions or waste quantity could be used for environmental impact, while GDP
Goods
and households
or household income could be used as an
economic
indicator. This12%
is not only a tendency of the AHP
but of multi-criteriaIndividual
decision analysis in general [51]. This quantitative information provides
(b) Individual values
10%
Human relations
well-being
indicators that are easy
for decision-makers to understand. However, just as there are many effects
associated with the keyword
people’s
10%vary, and construction of the
62%“environment,”
Quality
time value sets
hierarchical model should take these uncertainties into account. Regarding this point, this study
10%
Emotion and intelligence
focused
Societalon individual and infrastructure well-being, including people’s daily uncertainties.
(a)
Second, the evaluation items in these analyses are mainly concerned with the social effects
well-being
Safety and security
8%
brought
100% about by scientific technology. Otherwise, there is a tendency to treat the evaluation items
of individual and infrastructure well-being
in foundation
parallel. However,
Economic
10% scientific technology greatly
influences individuals’ lives, and the relationship between individual and infrastructure values, as
Infrastructure
Social have
system
8%
(c) in
Infrastructure
values In
well as how their trends
are similar or different,
not been considered
previous research.
well-being
past studies, there has been an assumption that the individual and infrastructure values are
38%
7%
Sustainability
constructed independently, but this study has created an additional hierarchy to consider the relative
weight of individual and infrastructure
values. Forrelationship
example, when
International
5%decisions have had to be made
about the scientific technology used to build a happy life, such as waste incineration plants, sewage
treatmentFigure
plants,3.and
power
plants, there
have
been cases well-being
of the public
agreeing
to the adoption of
Weight
of individual
and
infrastructure
values
in 2015.
Figure 3. because
Weight the
of individual
infrastructure
well-being
values
in 2015.
the technology
facility wasand
essential
for individual
livelihoods
while
simultaneously
opposing
the
construction
of
the
facility
within
their
living
zones
(i.e.,
near
their
homes).
The present
As an overall trend, “physical and mental health” and “safety and security,” which
relate

4.4. to
Safety
andalong
Economy
safety,
with “goods and households” and “economic foundation,” which relate to the
economy, are weighted relatively heavily in both individual and infrastructure well-being, but the
Table 5 shows the result of cross-tabulating the responses related to safety and the economy,
results also demonstrate that the balance between the weights of various values is important for

which have relatively large weights within individual and infrastructure well-being. The χ2 test was
performed to verify the link between the responses on safety and the economy in individual and
infrastructure well-being, and the null hypothesis was rejected at less than 1%, and it was shown that
there is a relationship between the two relative values. For individual well-being, 1051 people
answered that safety and the economy are equally important, 1042 people slightly prioritized safety,
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any decision-making. However, it should be noted that the weights of all five aspects of individual
well-being are the same or greater than the largest value of infrastructure well-being. However, since
there was no major difference in region or age, we can assume this result likely represents the various
value balance of Japan as a whole.
Sustainability2019,
2019,11,
11,x xFOR
FORPEER
PEERREVIEW
REVIEW
Sustainability

1010ofof1515

4.4. Safety and Economy
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Similarly, the results of the cross-tabulation of economy and relationships and relationships and
safety are shown in Appendix A Tables A2 and A3, respectively. In both cases, the null hypothesis was
rejected at less than 1%, and it was shown that there is a relationship between the two relative values.
However, unlike the safety and economy results, there is no reversal in the value of individual and
infrastructure (Figure 3; whereas safety is seen as slightly more important for individual well-being,
the economy is seen as slightly more important for infrastructure well-being.).
4.5. Recommendations for Science and Technology Policy
To determine the effectiveness of this study, we compared it with past studies. Previous
works [7,15–17,19,20] had three main similarities in how they modeled the individual and
infrastructure well-being.
First, they applied preexisting quantitative indicators, using each to represent the affected area.
For example, CO2 emissions or waste quantity could be used for environmental impact, while GDP or
household income could be used as an economic indicator. This is not only a tendency of the AHP but
of multi-criteria decision analysis in general [51]. This quantitative information provides indicators
that are easy for decision-makers to understand. However, just as there are many effects associated
with the keyword “environment,” people’s value sets vary, and construction of the hierarchical model
should take these uncertainties into account. Regarding this point, this study focused on individual
and infrastructure well-being, including people’s daily uncertainties.
Second, the evaluation items in these analyses are mainly concerned with the social effects brought
about by scientific technology. Otherwise, there is a tendency to treat the evaluation items of individual
and infrastructure well-being in parallel. However, scientific technology greatly influences individuals’
lives, and the relationship between individual and infrastructure values, as well as how their trends are
similar or different, have not been considered in previous research. In past studies, there has been an
assumption that the individual and infrastructure values are constructed independently, but this study
has created an additional hierarchy to consider the relative weight of individual and infrastructure
values. For example, when decisions have had to be made about the scientific technology used to build
a happy life, such as waste incineration plants, sewage treatment plants, and power plants, there have
been cases of the public agreeing to the adoption of the technology because the facility was essential for
individual livelihoods while simultaneously opposing the construction of the facility within their living
zones (i.e., near their homes). The present study compares not only the weights between individual
and infrastructure values but also the characteristics of the weights in each category.
Third, many previous analyses have focused on specific scientific technology and have not
generalized the value structure of the public. In contemporary cases of advanced adoption of
technology, such as renewable energy in Germany and Spain, the analytical evaluation results have
shown the subsequent effects, including the environmental, economic, and safety impacts, among
others. This allows other countries and regions aiming to adopt the same technology in the future to
form concrete policies and make decisions based on the precedents. By contrast, when considering the
adoption of advanced science and technology for which there is no specific precedent, it is necessary to
clarify the value standards held by those who will use the technology. There is also the possibility
that opinions of people with little knowledge about that technology and society may be a hindrance
factor in advanced science and technology decision-making [52]. However, as the present study covers
people’s daily well-being, it can be used to develop surveys targeting specific technologies.
Based on our findings, we can propose the following for science and technology policy.
Conventional science and technology policies have tended to focus on safety and economy. The current
study has demonstrated that this is not a bad approach if the aim is to introduce and disseminate
technology because the respondents indicated that safety and the economy are relatively important for
both individual and infrastructure well-being. However, as other factors have a certain weight in both
individual and infrastructure well-being, a science and technology policy considering the balance of
the whole is desirable, especially considering the impossibility of carrying out detailed analyses and
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evaluations for all values. What is important as a first step in science and technology decision-making
is to consider what kind of value balance exists between individual and infrastructure well-being from
a systematic perspective. As a second step, any decision must consider that safety and the economy are
important for both individual and infrastructure well-being, and conduct detailed discussions. These
two steps should reduce the possibility of overlooking the important impact of science and technology
and lead to balanced decision-making.
5. Conclusions
In this research, we provided a hierarchical model of the values that compose individual and
infrastructure well-being, performed a public opinion survey, and analyzed the changes in the
magnitudes of well-being by value category and the relative weights of values in 2015. The results show
that even when information is very limited at the initial stages of advanced science and technology
adoption, it is necessary to consider the effects on various entities and fields in a balanced way and not
just the safety of the technology or its effects on the economy. The main characteristics of the analysis
results are listed below.
•

•

•

In the analysis of the magnitudes of individual and infrastructure well-being, no large differences
were observed in the average values, but individual well-being may be more polarized than
infrastructure well-being.
While safety and the economy had relatively large weights among all the value categories, other
values also had significant weights, showing the importance of considering the overall balance of
values in deciding on scientific technology policy.
The relative weight between individual and infrastructure well-being, which was newly
investigated in this research, was approximately 60:40. There was also a difference in characteristics,
where the value of the economy was highest in individual well-being while the value of safety was
highest in infrastructure well-being. However, the trends in responses differed when considering
the individual, which directly reflects personal decisions, versus society, which reflects them less.
When interpreting infrastructure surveys and their analysis results, it is important to consider
this precondition.

In this research, the value categories were chosen by considering those used in previous research.
However, it is possible that value categories have changed over time, and it is also necessary to test
the independence of each value category. At the same time, we should consider fuzzy and network
logic, which can take into account ambiguous judgments and relationships between values [53,54].
Also, given that this research assumes the value structure of Japanese culture, different countries and
cultures may have different results. The hope is to further develop the model in the future by refining
the value hierarchy, as well as understanding changes in the weights and structure of values over time
so that the values can be even more accurately determined.
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Appendix A
Table A1. An extract of the second step’s questionnaire.
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